
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 February 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Olivia B, Lillie H and Ethan C for making a fantastic start in their new class, 

and engaging really well with Science revision lessons. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Phillip B, Brooke F and Nicholas K for showing determination to succeed in 

Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Leon P for working really hard in his maths lessons; Heidi K for always 

working hard in every maths lessons! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Matthew T for showing determination in French and displaying a big 

improvement in his attitude; Alan B for showing determination to succeed in French and making some positive 

contributions in class. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Harvey T for a massive improvement in determination in science! Amazing! 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Joel R for great contributions to English lessons. Well done; Teniola T for 

excellent contributions to English lessons. Well done! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Josh P for great improvement in Geography; Joel M for brilliant 

determination and great questions in geography! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Barbara S and James H for showing integrity by assisting in the morning with 

breakfast club. Well done; James M for showing determination by always giving 100% effort in intervention 

sessions. Well done James; Lacey S for showing integrity and respect by always being polite and well mannered. 

Well done Lacey! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Leon P, Charlie M, Faith S, Ethan C and Honey C for offering some fantastic 

contributions and working incredibly hard in English. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Adeola T and Teneola T for showing determination by always giving 100% 

effort in your Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Keira P for showing integrity and always working well in Art lessons; Honey 

C for always working hard in every Art lessons! 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Bethany E and Lacey S for showing integrity and always working well in 

Geography lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 February 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate George E for developing his scientific enquiry and asking some fantastic 

questions 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Peter W for improved attitude and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Ava A 

for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Freeman / Littler would like to appreciate their year 8 english class for demonstrating an improved attitude 

to learning and effort with shakespere. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ella H for making a huge effort in her maths lessons; Amy D for always 

doing the right thing 100% of the time! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ella E for showing integrity by working hard in French. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Adam S for always being focused and determined in science; Emily F for 

always being respectful and on task in science. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Caitlin K for always showing determination in English Lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Ali B for brilliant historical thinking; Harry J for brilliant determination in 

History! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Stevie C for showing integrity by assisting in the morning with breakfast 

club. Well done! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Ethan H for demonstrating fantastic determination in his geography 

assessment this week. 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate Peter W, Louie J, Sam M and Alfie M for developing their hockey skills 

fantastically well and demonstrating our core value of determination. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Logan B and Amy D for putting 100% into your equipment check and Do 

Now every single lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Teddy N, Grace R, Jake R, Alfie W and Lucas S for showing determination by 

always giving 100% effort in your Science lessons; 8A for showing 100% natural state and determination for the 

last 2 weeks when morning meeting has been changed, not one correction issued, well done 8A. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate 8P for excellent behaviour and work in their Art lesson; Ava C for improved 

attitude and focus in Art lessons. Keep it up! 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Blake G for excellent effort and contributions in Geography! Keep it up; 

Riley H for excellent contributions in Geography; Stevie C for showing determination and integrity in Geography; 

Nikita T for always giving 100% and aiming for excellence; Lee O for showing determination and never opting out; 

Jess H for helping her classmates by repeating the answer during 'cold call'. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Sam A for showing determination in English and reading the part of Lord 

Capulet, with confidence. Keep up the amazing work, Sam; Tony S for showing determination in English, with our 

studies of Romeo and Juliet (he has even learnt some quotes!). Keep up the amazing work, Tony; Andrey R for 

showing determination in English and providing some wonderful answers to cold call questions. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 February 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ryan C and Benjamin W for engaging really well with Science revision 

lessons. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ava M and Daisy M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done; Sam L for always showing integrity during DEAR time. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Alfie N for showing great resillience in the lesson on solving inequalities; 

Maddison M for showing great focus and ability in our inequalities topic this week! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Libby J for working hard in Spanish and always having an answer ready to 

give; Ryan C for showing integrity by working hard and making good progress in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ethan M for always being polite and respectful in science; Stas M for always 

working hard and staying focused in science. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Taylor M for always showing integrity and determination during English 

lessons; Callie H for making an excellent start to her new English class. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Harrison T and Ryan B for brilliant determination in his History assessment. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lillie W for showing determination by always giving 100% effort in 

intervention sessions. Well done Lillie! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Ruby O for an excellent work rate in her History lessons; James T for a 

fantastic focus in his History lessons. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Lewis A for demonstrating an excellent piece of show call work and 

consistently good contributions in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Nadia A and Lucas D for showing determination by always giving 100% effort 

in your Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Louie D for always making positive contributions in Art lessons. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Rebecca J for some excellent contributions and positive attitude in 

Geography; Lexi K for showing determination to do well in her assessment by asking for revision material; 

Viesturs K for always making positive contributions in Geography; Alexis S for giving 100% in all her ; Keigan C for 

always showing integrity and determination during DEAR time; Libby J for engaging in the lesson and always 

showing integrity! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 February 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ellie M for being really engaged and working hard in the Health and Diseases 

unit in Science; Kieran C for always offering his reading skills in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Katie J & Charlize M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate James C & James H for always being on task and working really hard in 

maths! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate David D for always being on-task, focused, determined and respectful in 

science; Emma D for putting excellent effort into your science work; Harry W for always working hard and 

providing fantastic answers when called upon. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate James C, Karam E, Elyse C & Abbie H for showing determination to succeed 

in Business lessons. Well done! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate James B for a fantastic work rate in his History lessons. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Kyle P, James H, James C and Joseph R for showing real determination in 

your English assessment. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Preslav M & Josh M for showing determination by always giving 100% effort 

in your Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Kate D for excellent independent work dring Art Lessons; Jessica T for 

always being on-task,  determined and respectful in Art; Elyse C for always being on-task,  determined and 

respectful in Art. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Mollie H for her contribuations and attitude in DEAR time; Lewis D for 

demonstrating determination and making excellent progress in Art; Tom W for demonstrating rrespect and doing 

the right thing when asked to remove his coat inside the building. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 February 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Dylan M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; 

Taylor L for always giving 100% in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Jason J for showing determination by giving 100% effort in recent exams. 

Well done Jason! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Evan B for a fantastic attitude and work rate in his History lessons. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Quyen N for showing determination by always giving 100% effort in your 

Science lessons; Michael F for showing determination by always giving 100% effort in your Science lessons. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Joseph B for showing determination to succeed in Design & Technology; Paul 

M for showing integrity by working really hard during Design and Technology; Dominic J for showing integrity by 

and determination by always giving 100% in Design and Technology. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Katie O & Kayia M for always demonstrating superb subject knowledge and 

100% effort in lessons; Kayia M for always demonstrating superb subject knowledge and 100% effort in lessons; 

Brodie G for showing determination to succeed in Sociology; Sophie H for always giving 100% in work in and out 

of the classroom; Harry F for always giving 100% effort in lessons. 


